THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED IT JOURNEY
The worlds of software-defined networking, storage and datacenter are emerging as a new
approach to datacenter architecture. IDC explains how this software-controlled environment
is essentially a loosely coupled set of software components that seek to virtualize and federate datacenter-wide hardware resources such as storage, compute, and network resources
and eventually virtualize facilities-centric resources as well.
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Workloads: 3RD platform and mash-up apps
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Virtualization across servers,
network and storage drives
automation
Key business benefits:
- Virtualization permits dynamic flexibility
- Automation reduces human error
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Abstraction of management tools
from the underlying hardware
demands a new approach

Key business implications:
- New thinking needed
- Permits new architecture
to be designed
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Software-defined networking
emerges as a solution for
the service provider market
Potential business benefits:
- Creates a more dynamic network environment
- Delivers more flexibility to the network environment
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Software-defined storage
is introduced; the abstraction
of data management
from the infrastructure
management layer

IT user concerns:
- Skills needed to move from managing
hardware to managing information
- “Trusting the software”
needs to become common place
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Software-defined networking
is introduced for enterprise
networks; leads to Software
Defined infrastructure
Business implications:
- Allows freedom over hardware choices
- Deeper alignment with server virtualiztion
to create a fully dynamic environment
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All encompassing Software-Defined Network,
storage and compute enables a Software-Defined Datacentre

Business benefits for IT users:

- Creates a fully efficient and dynamic IT platform
for business to leverage
- Avoid bottlenecks and constrictions of current
architecture
- Permits modularity of a wide range of upgrades
with potentially zero downtime
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